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Abstract

The organization of information processing resources is a central question in
economic� organizational� and computational theory� Recent work by Radner �����	
and others has developed a simple theoretical framework and some useful formal
mathematical results about the behavior of such systems� Here� we follow a comple�
mentary computational approach that allows us to pursue questions concerning the
impact of coordination and various exogenous conditions facing the organization� We

nd that organizations demonstrate �order for free�� that is� given a simple structural
framework and a set of standard operating procedures� even randomly generated or�
ganizations imply well�de
ned patterns of behavior� Using a genetic algorithm� we
also show that simple evolutionary processes allow organizations to �learn� better
structures�
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� Introduction

The organization of information processing resources is a central question in economic�
organizational� and computational theory� Over the past one hundred years� society
has witnessed the rise of large industrial organizationsat times encompassing hun�
dreds of thousands of workers� many of whom are devoted to directly or indirectly
�managing� the various activities of the organization� Notwithstanding the economic
and social importance of such organizations� with a few rare exceptions �for example�
Simon� ����� Sah and Stiglitz� ����� and Radner� ����	 economic theory has not been
greatly concerned with such questions�

Such organizational questions also have important practical applications in the
design of large�scale� decentralized computing networks �Schwartz� ����	� Inherent
limits on the processing ability of serial computers has necessitated the development
of various distributed �parallel	 approaches to computation� Moreover� large�scale
decentralized networks of processors are also becoming rapidly available via the in�
ternet� Thus� the organization of information processing resources is very relevant to
the continued development of such systems�

Given a set of limited information processors �for example� people in a 
rm or
CPUs in a computer	� what is the most e�ective way to organize these resources� One
approach to answering this question� pursued by Radner �����	� is to develop formal
mathematical models of information processing networks� This approach provides a
useful formal framework from which to derive some valuable insights on� for example�
the economies of scale of optimized systems� It also highlights the di�culties of
formalizing the inherent complexities of organizational structure and behavior� even
by greatly restricting the scope of the analysis� very few results have been forthcoming�

Here� we pursue a complementary approach which relies on computational
experiments�� Such an approach removes a variety of the current limitations on
the formal mathematical approach� thus allowing us� at the very least� to foreshadow
likely formal results� More importantly� the computational approach allows us to ask a
variety of questions to which pure mathematical answers may not be forthcoming� For
example� questions about learning in organizations and behavior under a large range
of environmental conditions can be easily approached via computational experiments�

The analysis proceeds in two related directions� Our initial focus is on the
generic properties of randomly generated organizations� We generate such organi�
zations by randomly connecting some simple� pre�de
ned organizational elements to
one another� the result of which will always be a functioning organization given the
constraints of the framework imposed by the generation mechanism� While the anal�
ysis of randomly generated organizations may� at 
rst� appear frivolous� in fact it
provides the potential for some critical insights into organizational structure� As has
been shown by Kau�man �����	 in numerous biological contexts� it is often the case
that randomly generated structures provide �order for free�� That is� even though

�See� for example� Holland and Miller ������ for a discussion of the broader implications of the
computational approach� or Carley ������ for a discussion focused on organizational theory�
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structures are randomly generated the resulting behavior that emerges from such
structures is not�

Such �order for free� may fundamentally alter our view of these systems� In
such a world� the creation of large� complex� productive structures no longer requires
either the directed insight of a rational planner or the highly unlikely congruence of
fortuitous events� but rather it is the inevitable result of emergent structure� Even
crude approximations to optimal structures are likely to persist� and provide the grist
for survival and improvement� In fact� we do indeed 
nd that even randomly con�
structed information processing organizations exhibit well de
ned generic properties�

The second area of analysis is on the ability of organizations to adaptively learn
better structures� Could a simple process of adaptation lead to the development of
superior structures� What structural characteristics are likely to emerge from such
an adaptive process� Moreover� insofar as the adaptive algorithm has the ability to

nd good solutions to the problem of maximizing organizational performance� the
structures emerging from the evolution may provide valuable hints about optimal
organizational design under conditions too di�cult to solve formally�

� The Model

��� Organizational Goals

The goal of organizations in this model is to solve a series of information processing
problems� the solutions of which are assumed to allow the organization to e�ectively
respond to its environment� For example� 
rms may need to combine various account�
ing and market information in order to make operating decisions that will impact
pro
tability� While 
rms need to get correct answers to such problems� they also face
a variety of other constraints� For example� ceteris paribus 
rms that can answer these
problems quicker and with fewer processing resources are likely to have a competitive
advantage over other 
rms� While our modeling approach can easily accommodate
various 
rm objectives� here we will only focus on the issue of speed� 
rms that can
solve the problems they face quicker than other 
rms� will be considered to have a
competitive advantage�

Following Radner �����	� in the analysis below� we assume that 
rms face
a set of fully decomposable �associative	 problems�� The notion of decomposability
implies that while every component of the problem must be incorporated into the
solution� the order in which this occurs is not important� For example� the process of
adding a series of numbers is fully decomposable� since the order in which you do the
addition doesn�t matter� Obviously� the advantage of decomposable problems is that
they can always be solved in a decentralized manner since sub solutions �for example�
sums of small groups of the numbers to be added	 can be easily incorporated into the

�The methodological approach outlined here should also work for more complex varieties of
problems� such as those discussed by Rieter �������
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full solution �by summing up the sums of the sums	� and therefore such problems are
amenable to being solved by decentralized organizations��

��� Organizational Structure

Each organization is composed of a set of interconnected nodes that represent the
available processing resources �for example� workers in an organization or CPUs in a
computer	� At the top of the organization is a single �root	 node which eventually
must obtain the full solution to the various problems in the appropriate sequence�
Every node in the organization may be connected to one or more child nodes �but
note� that every child node can have only one parent node	�� These connections rep�
resent available communication channels for the �ow of information being processed�
Moreover� every node also has the possibility of being directly attached to the data
queue where the incoming elements of each problem are found� Nodes that have no
children are considered to be terminal nodes and are always assumed to be attached
to the queue� Information will �ow �upward� through the organization� always mov�
ing in a single direction from the data queue through any intermediate nodes and
eventually ending at the root node� Figure � illustrates some simple organizational
structures �the tables in the lower half of the 
gure are explained below	�

Every node is assumed to be able to process a limited amount of information
during any given time step� Here� we limit such processing to the following three
tasks� deciding what problem the node should be working on� seeing if it is possible
to incorporate any sub�solutions to this problem from at most one of the node�s
downstream connections �either a child node or the data queue	� and deciding if any
more processing is required by the node on the current problem� We assume that
nodes must wait for their parent nodes to retrieve information before they can begin
working on the next problem� The general processing procedure �described in more
detail below	 allows for di�erences in processing speed to occur depending on the
number and structure of nodes within a given organization�

All of the incoming information is placed on a data queue� Each item on the
queue contains a problem identi
cation number �PIN	 and the data for the problem�
The problems are queued in order� and the queue is accessed one element of the
problem at a time� Any time an element of the problem is read o� the queue� the
queue advances to the next element� The queue is arranged with a 
xed number of
problems of equal length�� Each organization faces the same set of problems�

�Note that another prerequisite for decomposability is that each processing unit has the ability
to solve any given piece of the problem�

�Furthermore� children are assumed to be ordered from �left� to �right��
�One extension would be to have queues with problems of variable length� Experiments with this

condition indicate that this has little e�ect on the results reported here�
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Left�Hand Organization Right�Hand Organization
Node � Node �

Time PIN Act� Fin� Accum Time PIN Act� Fin� Accum
� � No No � � � No No �
� � Yes No � � � Yes No c
� � Yes No � � � Yes No c � b � e
� � Yes No b � d � � Yes Yes c � b � e

� a � d
� � Yes Yes b � d � a

c � e
Node � Node �

Time PIN Act� Fin� Accum Time PIN Act� Fin� Accum
� � No No � � � No No �
� � Yes No b � � Yes No b
� � Yes No b � d � � Yes Yes b � e
� � Yes Yes b � d �� � No No �
�� � No No � � � No No �
� � No No �

Node � Node �
Time PIN Act� Fin� Accum Time PIN Act� Fin� Accum
� � No No � � � No No �
� � Yes No a � � Yes No a
� � Yes No a � c � � Yes No a � d
� � Yes Yes a � c � e � � Yes Yes a � d
� � Yes Yes a � c � e �� � No No �
�� � No No �

�Assumes a single� 
ve�element problem �a�b�c�d�e	 in the queue� and a node 
ring
and checking sequence that always works backwards from the highest numbered node
during every time step�	

Figure �� The Operation of Two Simple Organizational Forms
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��� Organizational Operation

Here we describe a simple set of �standard operating procedures� for the organiza�
tion� To implement such procedures we must be careful to clearly de
ne all opera�
tional aspects and confront critical timing issues �such details are often trivialized in
theoretical discussions� see below	� The processing procedures designed below were
created so that nodes can operate in a completely decentralized environment� requir�
ing only limited information about the activities of those nodes to which they are
closely connected�

During each cycle of the organization� every node in the organization is �
red�
once� The sequence of 
ring is either random or ordered� Under ordered 
ring�
lower level nodes in the organization are always 
red before upper level ones� that
is� children are always 
red before their respective parents� Obviously� ordered 
ring
requires a high level of synchronization of the nodes� activities� The prerequisites
for such synchronization include the ability to easily communicate with each node�
a general understanding of overall organizational structure� the standardization of
task processing� etc� The impact of coordinating the 
ring of nodes will be of central
concern to our analysis�

Each node can have one of three internal states� ��	 inactive� in which case
the node is not currently working on any problem� ��	 active and un
nished� in which
case the node is currently working on a problem� but it has not 
nished processing
because lower nodes either are� or potentially could be� working on the same problem�
and� ��	 active and 
nished� in which case it is done working on the problem and is
ready to pass its solution to a higher node� Each node in the organization keeps track
of the PIN it is either working on or expecting� Initially� all nodes are set to inactive
and are expecting PIN ��

When a node is 
red� it proceeds as follows� First� if it is inactive� it will try
to activate� To do so� the node checks the PINs of all of its active connections �the
queue� if the node is attached� and any active children it may have	 and all of its
inactive children� If the lowest inactive PIN is less than the lowest active PIN� then
the node goes to the lowest inactive PIN and remains inactivethus� it will not start
up if there is a possibility of a lower numbered problem eventually coming in on the
inactive connection� If� however� the active PIN is at least as low as the inactive one�
then the node activates on that PIN by marking itself as un
nished and beginning
a new solution �for addition� this implies reseting its accumulator to zero	thus� it
will begin processing as soon as it is clear that no earlier problem numbers can ever
be passed up from below� By assumption� this activation process requires no energy
from the node�� Once activated� the node will be marked as un
nished and continue
to the processing cycle described in the next paragraph�

A node that is active will always attempt to work on its current problem given
by its PIN� First� it checks its own children� in random order� to see if any of them have

�Obviously� assumptions about the amount of energy required during any processing step can be
easily altered�
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nished working on the problem� If it 
nds such a child� the node will incorporate
the child�s solution into its own �add the solution to its accumulator	� and then mark
the child as inactive and increment the child�s PIN by one� The incorporation of
any child�s solution takes all of the node�s energy for that cycle� and thus the node
quits checking its children and checks to see if it is 
nished �described below	� If no
children are 
nished and the node is attached to the queue� it will check to see if
the queue has an element of the appropriate PIN� if so� this is incorporated into the
node�s solution and the queue is advanced� If the node reads o� of the queue� all of
the nodes energy is also assumed used�

The node 
nally checks to see if it has 
nished with its PIN� The node will
be 
nished if and only if all of its subordinate connections �both active and inac�
tive children and� if relevant� the queue	 are on greater PINs� �Since a child�s PIN
is advanced once it is 
nished� this rule allows a node to 
nish immediately after
incorporating a child�s solution�	 If the node is 
nished� it marks itself as such and
remains active� The node will remain in this state until a parent node incorporates
the 
nished solution and deactivates the node�

The above procedure is followed for each node during a given cycle� Once
every node has been 
red� the root node is checked to see if it has 
nished with
the appropriate PIN� If so� the root node is reset and the next PIN is begun� The

ring procedure and activation rules insure that upper nodes can never get ahead of
lower ones� and that the problems on the queue will always be solved in order� The
organization is 
nished with the queue when it has solved all of the problems�� The
bottom tables of Figure � illustrates how this processing occurs when there is a single�

ve�element problem �a�b�c�d�e	 in the queue� and with a node 
ring �and checking	
sequence that always works backwards from the highest numbered node during every
time step� Notice that although the organizations have the same number of nodes
�with slightly di�erent connections	 the organization on the left is able to complete
the problem in � time periods� while the one on the right only takes ��

The notion of a cycle in the above operating procedure di�ers from that used in
Radner �����	� Here� nodes are allowed to use the results from lower nodes that have
been 
red on the same cycle� Thus� the the potential exists for much more processing
to be undertaken in a given cycle under this system than the one used by Radner�
For example� if nodes are 
red from the bottom up in the tree� the potential exists
for a solution to quickly move upward in a single cycle as the lower nodes 
nish their
processing and pass the results up to the upper ones� Obviously� the model could
be modi
ed so as to prevent nodes from using results acquired on the current cycle�
However� doing so would make issues of synchronization moot� and thus eliminating
a central question in the analysis�

The procedures described above represent a simple set of standard operat�
ing procedures for the organization� Obviously� many other possible sets exist� and�
comparisons of such procedures may be an interesting area of study� Some simple

�In the experiments below� no organization was allowed to process information for longer than
��� cycles �a generous upperbound��
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experiments with variants of these procedures indicate that the qualitative results
appear fairly robust to simple changes� Nonetheless� we leave a more explicit anal�
ysis of this topic for future research� We also note that the computational model
developed above is easily modi
ed to incorporate new assumptions� for example� the
capabilities of individual nodes� the costs of observing data or communicating within
the organization� etc�� can all be easily altered within the proposed framework�

��� Creating �Random� Organizations

We create �random� organizations for the analysis of both generic properties and
evolutionary behavior� Organizations are randomly generated in the following man�
ner� First� the number of nodes is randomly picked uniformly distributed between
one and 
fty� The root node is generated and then the organization is iteratively
constructed by randomly picking a parent from one of the organization�s existing
nodes and adding a child at the rightmost position �thus� the second node attaches
to the root� the third node will either attach to the root or the second node with
equal probability� etc�	� Terminal nodes are automatically attached to the queue� and
interior nodes are randomly attached to the queue with a ��� probability�

��� Organizational Evolution

We explore the evolution of adaptive organizations through a simple adaptive com�
putation procedure based on Holland�s �����	 genetic algorithm� This allows us to
analyze issues of learning and adaptation within an organization� Can organizational
structures evolve that are better at meeting processing objectives� If this is the case�
what are the structural elements that promote superior behavior�

For the genetic algorithm we initially generate 
fty random organizations� We
then invoke the following iterative procedure� Each organization is given a �
tness�
measure� here taken to be the time required �number of cycles	 to solve the set of
problems in the queue� with less time being prefered to more�� Organizations are
then reproduced according to 
tness using a biased selection scheme� This scheme
randomly selects two organizations �with replacement	 and keeps the better one �for�
mally known as tournament selection	� Note that this selection procedure tends to
generate a population of better performing organizations �although there is some
chance that the worst performer will be included and �or	 the best will be excluded	�

Once 
fty old organizations are selected for reproduction� they are randomly
paired� Each pair remains unchanged with a ��� probability� Those that are chosen
for alteration� undergo two genetic operations� First� a random node from each orga�
nization is selected �excluding the root	� and the two chosen nodes� along with all of
their children �that is� the corresponding subtree	� are �swapped� between the two

�As previously mentioned� we de�ne �better� organizations as those that have quicker processing
abilities� however� modi�cations that included costs of nodes or various processing steps could easily
be incorporated into our approach�
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organizations if possible�	 This swapping procedure is a �crossover� operator� and
as implemented here is similar to Koza�s �����	 genetic programming crossover oper�
ation� Crossover allows useful building blocks �sub�organizations	 to be maintained
and recombined in� perhaps� a more productive manner� The next genetic operator
that is applied is mutation� Each organization has an equal chance of undergoing
either zero� one� or two mutations� For each mutation an organization undergoes�
either� an interior node is selected �if possible	 and the queue connection status of
that node is altered to the opposite condition �if it was not connected to the queue� it
becomes connected and vice versa	� a node is randomly chosen and a terminal node is
added to it� or a node �other than the root	 is randomly chosen and deleted��
 With
equal probability one of these three types of mutations is performed� The mutation
operator models small random changes to an organization�s structure�

After each pair of organizations is subjected to genetic operators �or not	� the
newly formed population replaces the old population and a generation is concluded�
The system is then iterated for 
fty generations� with new 
tness measures being
obtained for each organization� reproduction by performance� etc� At the end of the

fty generations� the best organization in the population is preserved and used in the
data analysis� Fifty separate trials of the genetic algorithm were used in the analysis�
Although genetic algorithms require a variety of parametric and algorithmic choices�
they tend to be robust to reasonable changes in such procedures� In the work reported
here� limited experimentation with the procedures used appeared to have little e�ect
on the results�

The evolutionary procedures outlined above model simple notions of organiza�
tional adaptation� In essence� organizations that perform poorly are eliminated from
the system and are replaced by new ones� The new organizations model themselves
after the more successful existing organizationseither copying them directly or mod�
ifying them by combining successful parts �crossover	 and making minor alterations
�mutation	�

� Some Experiments

Given the above model and evolutionary algorithms� we are free to use the system
to analyze a wide range of relevant organizational issues� Here� we restrict ourselves
to only two such questions� First� we are interested in the importance of the ability
to synchronize processing units on the structure and performance of organizations�
How critical is such coordination� Note that under our model� the coordination
issue is not whether or not processing units are working or shirking� but rather in

	The maximum allowable size for an organization is �� nodes�if the swapping procedure would
violate this constraint� then the organizations are not altered in this manner�

�
When a node is deleted during mutation� if it has no children it is simply removed from its
respective place on its parent�s child list �if this causes the parent to become a terminal node� then
a queue connection is forced on the parent�� If children are involved� then all the connected children
are placed in the node�s former location on the parent�s child list�
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what overall order they are being activated� The ability to coordinate processing will
depend on a number of factors� including communication technology� recognition of a
hierarchical structure� standardization of the time required for task completion� etc�
The second question we wish to explore is the impact of of the number of problems
an organization faces on its structure and performance� Do organizations that face
only a single problem di�er from those that face multiple problems in fundamental
ways� Such a question arises in organizational theory for issues such as designing
organizations that can quickly handle small unusual challenges �for example� during
a crisis� see for example� Carley and Lin� ����	 verses ones that need to process a
continual stream of incoming data�

The two factors discussed above are implemented in the following way� The
synchronization of processing nodes is either ordered �ring� in which case child nodes
are always 
red before parent nodes� or random �ring� in which case nodes are 
red in
a random order during each cycle� Organizations are assumed to always face problems
composed of 
ve elements each� In the single problem condition� the organization faces
only a single such problem� while under multiple problems the organization must solve
ten such problems in the queue�

The analysis relies on simple techniques that are likely to be revealing of the
underlying trends� For each of the experiments we generate numerous independent
observations and then analyze simple summary statistics of structural characteristics�
as well as looking at some graphical summaries of performance factors� We concen�
trate on the following structural characteristics� The size of the organization as given
by the number of nodes in the organization� Some simple characteristics of these
nodes� including the number of terminal nodes �that is� nodes without children	 and
total attachments to the data queue� The shortest distance between a given node and
the root is considered to be the level of that node� Thus� the root is at level �� while a
node with a parent that is directly attached to the root would be at level �� We also
measure the lowest level �that is� closest to the root	 that any node is attached to the
queue� This gives us some indication as to where the actual incoming data is initially
processed within the organization� Some measures of overall organizational structure
are also given by the maximum level of any node and the maximum number of nodes
at any level �here� called breadth	� Finally� we observe the mean path length� that is
the average level of the nodes�

��� The Generic Behavior of Organizations

We randomly generated ���� organizations according to the procedure outlined in
section ��� above� The average characteristics of these structures are given in Table
�� These characteristics have very little meaning other than to indicate the generic
structure that emerges from the random generation process� They also serve as a
benchmark for the analysis of the evolving system� Since the genetic algorithm uses
the same random procedure to create an initial population of structures� di�erences in
evolved structural characteristics will give some indication of the e�ect of adaptation
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Table ��

Random Organizations �n�����	
Characteristic Average �S�D�	 Max Min
Number of Nodes ���� �����	 �� �
Number of Terminal Nodes ���� ����	 �� �
Mean Path Length ��� ����	 ��� ���
Nodes Attached to Queue ���� �����	 �� �
Highest Level Attached to Queue ��� ����	 � �
Maximum Levels ���root	 ��� ����	 �� �
Maximum Breadth ��� ����	 �� �

Table ��

Random Organizations �n������cell	
Average �S�D�	 Processing Speed

Ordered Firing Random Firing
Single Problem ���� �����	 ���� �����	
Multiple Problems ����� �����	 ����� �����	

on organizational structure�
Table � shows the expected processing time as a function of 
ring procedure

and number of problems� Random 
ring appears to have a big impact on processing
speed� requiring about ��� more time in the single problem and ��� more time in the
multiple problems condition �all of the di�erences between the means are signi
cantly
di�erent from � at the ��� level	� Also note that although �not surprisingly	 the
multiple problems require more time� the time per problem is only ��� and ���
of that required in the single problem in the ordered and random 
ring conditions
respectively� When a single problem is solved by an organization� its components must
be moved through all levels of the organization� one cycle at a time� When multiple
problems are solved� additional problems do not have to �wait� until the 
rst problem
has cleared all levels before beginning� and consequently average processing time is
reduced� Table � provides an indication of the economies for solving larger groups
of problems� As the number of problems increases in the queue� the average time to
solution decreases at a decreasing rate� This would re�ect the spreading of the 
xed
cost for the 
rst problem across the other problems�

Figure � shows the relationship between processing speed and number of nodes
for the randomly generated organizations under random �top	 and ordered �bottom	

ring��� When solving multiple problems �right	 the following patterns are apparent�

��In all of the �gures� the density of observations is di�cult to depict� although an attempt was
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Table ��

Random Organizations �n������cell	
Average Processing Speed Per Problem

Ordered Firing Random Firing
� Problem ���� ����
�� Problems ���� ����
�� Problems ���� ����
�� Problems ���� ����

Regardless of the 
ring procedure� small organizations �here� four or fewer nodes	 are
very dichotomous in their performanceeither somewhat fast or very slow� Ordered

ring dramatically reduces the variation in performance of both types of small orga�
nizations� Once the number of nodes increases beyond eight� there is a remarkable
consistency in the performance of generic organizations� with all processing speeds
falling within about a ten cycle range� Note� however� that under ordered 
ring there
does appear to be a gentle downward slope to this trend� while under random 
ring�
there appears to be a gentle U �shaped band that reaches a minimum around eight
nodes� Thus� there are indications that ordered 
ring allows larger organizations to
be more e�ective� while under random 
ring� an intermediate number of nodes may
be advantageous� Random organizations solving a single problem �left	 exhibit sim�
ilar patterns� Ordered 
ring reduces the performance variation across organizations�
and actually forces performance into either three� four� or 
ve cycles regardless of the
number of nodes� Random 
ring results in a gentle upward trend in processing speed
as a function of the number of nodes�

The search for generic properties of randomly constructed organizations reveals
a variety of new 
ndings� Perhaps most fundamentally� we 
nd that the performance
of even randomly generated organizations is subject to strong constraints� This �order
for free� has many implications� For example� we see that small organizations display
very discontinuous performance characteristics� and thus are much more �delicate�
than large organizations� It appears that large organizations experience relatively
homogeneous performance regardless of structure� Such �size� results are very con�
sistent with the available empirical evidence �see Blau and Schoenherr �����	� or for a
more general review� see Kimberly� ����	� We also note that the ability to coordinate
processing tasks does appear to alter the underlying performance of organizations�
While size advantages are quickly neutralized in these environments� there is some
evidence of a slight advantage under coordinated 
ring� The inherent order present
in even randomly generated organizational structures indicates that the emergence of
large�scale organizations does not require a slow� 
nely�tuned� conscious process� but
rather could have been spontaneously generated�

made to �fuzz� the plotting to give some indication of this variable�
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Figure �� ���� Randomly�Generated Organizations
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Despite the remarkable structure in the performance of random organizations�
there remains enough variance that directed search for better organizational forms
is likely to be useful� Moreover� it is not clear whether or not the constraint of
random generation is foreclosing structural opportunities that might dramatically
alter performance �for example� a random con
guration of gears and springs is not all
that likely to result in a 
nely tuned watch	� To explore these issues more directly�
we turn next to the analysis of the behavior of adaptive organizations�

��� Behavior of Evolved Organizations

The analysis of evolving organizational structures allows us to consider a number of
central questions� At the most basic level we are interested in whether or not simple
adaptive processes can lead to better organizational structure� We know from above
that innate processing relations constrain organizational performancethe issue here
is whether these constraints help learning or confound it� Does adaptation lead to
markedly better performance� We can also explore the relationship between environ�
mental characteristics and performance� Do certain environmental conditions favor
learning� In this analysis 
fty trials of the 
fty�generation genetic algorithm described
above were run� and the best performing organization during the 
nal generation of
each trail was used as the unit of analysis�

Table � lists the average processing speed of the best evolved organization
for 
fty separate runs of the genetic algorithm Notice that the evolutionary process
was able to evolve better performing organizations than random generation� with
speeds ranging from ��� �single problem� ordered 
ring	 to ��� �multiple problems�
random 
ring	 of the average randomly generated organization� �All di�erence among
the means in Table �� as well as di�erences with the corresponding entries in Table
�� are signi
cantly di�erent from � at the ��� level�	 The standard errors indicate
that the most variation in performance occurs in the single problem regime� with
single�problem� ordered�
ring having the greatest relative variation�

We can also compare the results from the genetic algorithms to those obtained
during the ���� trials discussed previously� These trials provide a rough benchmark
for an algorithm based on random search with preservation of the best� Since each
completed 
fty generation run of the genetic algorithm is generating at most ����
���������	 new structures� a comparable number of structures is being investigated
under each method� In all cases� the average evolved organization is quicker than the
best observed generic organization� although with the exception of single�problem�
ordered�
ring ���� quicker	 the performance is only marginally better �around ��
quicker	 for the other three conditions� Nonetheless� given that we are comparing
the average genetic algorithm performance to the single best observed random or�
ganization� it appears that the genetic algorithm is doing more than simple random
search�

The above data indicate that organizations can evolve to be better information
processors� The next area we want to analyze is whether or not organizations are
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Table ��

Best Evolved Organizations �n����cell	
Average �S�D�	 Processing Speed

Ordered Firing Random Firing
Single Problem ���� �����	 ���� �����	
Multiple Problems ����� �����	 ����� �����	

Table ��

Best Evolved Organizations �n���	
Ordered Firing� Single Problem

Characteristic Average �S�D�	 Max Min
Number of Nodes ���� �����	 �� �
Number of Terminal Nodes ���� ����	 �� �
Mean Path Length ��� ����	 ��� ���
Nodes Attached to Queue ���� �����	 �� �
Highest Level Attached to Queue ��� ����	 � �
Maximum Levels ���root	 ��� ����	 �� �
Maximum Breadth ��� ����	 �� �

evolving to a common structure� and� if so� how does that structure depend on the
various conditions we are invoking� Tables � � provide the summary statistics for
organizational structure across single and multiple problems and random and ordered

ring�

One of the best indicators of organizational di�erences is in the number of
processing nodes in the evolved organization��� In the single problem with random

ring� evolved organizations use very few nodes on average ����	� while with ordered

ring� the number of nodes goes up dramatically �����	� In both of these cases�
the standard errors indicate a lot of variation about the mean� This variation has
a noticeable impact on the types of organizations that evolve under ordered 
ring�
resulting in a range of �� nodes� Under multiple problems� the average number of
nodes �����	 approaches the maximumof 
fty with ordered 
ring� and only ���� under
random 
ring� In this latter case� the number of nodes range from � to ��� Figure
� displays the performance of the evolved organizations in the four conditions verses
number of nodes���

��This is not too surprising� as most of the other characteristics are highly correlated with this
variable� Organizations that are larger on average� also tend to have more terminal nodes� greater
mean path length� more nodes attached to the queue� more levels� and greater breadth�

��Note that in the NW panel� the distribution of �nal organizations is not readily apparent� In
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Table ��

Best Evolved Organizations �n���	
Random Firing� Single Problem

Characteristic Average �S�D�	 Max Min
Number of Nodes ��� � ���	 � �
Number of Terminal Nodes ��� ����	 � �
Mean Path Length ��� ����	 ��� ���
Nodes Attached to Queue ��� ����	 � �
Highest Level Attached to Queue ��� � ���	 � �
Maximum Levels ���root	 ��� ����	 � �
Maximum Breadth ��� ����	 � �

Table ��

Best Evolved Organizations �n���	
Ordered Firing� Multiple Problems

Characteristic Average �S�D�	 Max Min
Number of Nodes ���� ����	 �� ��
Number of Terminal Nodes ���� ����	 �� ��
Mean Path Length ���� ����	 ��� ���
Nodes Attached to Queue ���� ����	 �� ��
Highest Level Attached to Queue ��� ����	 � �
Maximum Levels ���root	 ��� ����	 �� �
Maximum Breadth ���� ����	 �� �

Table ��

Best Evolved Organizations �n���	
Random Firing� Multiple Problems

Characteristic Average �S�D�	 Max Min
Number of Nodes ���� ����	 �� �
Number of Terminal Nodes ��� ����	 � �
Mean Path Length ��� ����	 ��� ���
Nodes Attached to Queue ���� ����	 �� �
Highest Level Attached to Queue ��� ����	 � �
Maximum Levels ���root	 ��� ����	 � �
Maximum Breadth ��� ����	 � �
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Figure �� �� Best�Evolved Organizations
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While additional nodes are useful because they potentially add processing
power to the organization� they may also come at a high cost as they increase the
number of levels through which information must �ow� Random 
ring of the nodes
seriously disrupts the ability of an organization to rapidly move information from
lower�level nodes to upper�level ones� For example� consider an organization com�
posed of n nodes lined up in single 
le �that is� each parent has exactly one child	
that must solve a single problem composed of only one element� Thus� this orga�
nization must simply pass this element from the bottom node to the root� If the
nodes are 
red sequentially starting at the bottom� then regardless of the size of the
organization� the information will arrive at the root at the end of the 
rst cycle since
each node is always able to retrieve the element and 
nish processing before its parent
is 
red during the cycle� However� suppose that the nodes are always 
red from the
root node downward� Here� it will take n time cycles since parents always 
re before
children� and therefore only the lowest�level node will be able to 
nish during the

rst cycle� the n� �th level node during the second cycle� etc� Thus� as coordination
breaks down� the time to transmit information through the levels of the organization
also increases�

These results appear to support the following conclusions� First� simple adap�
tive mechanisms do allow for the creation of superior organizational structures� The
type of structure that emerges� is closely linked to the underlying factors that confront
the organizations� Random 
ring of the nodes� that is� low organizational coordina�
tion� reduces the evolved size of the organizations� We also 
nd that as the number of
sequential problems that face an organization increases� so does the number of nodes
incorporated into the structure� The results suggest that there is a trade o� between
the increased processing power of additional nodes and the ability to coordinate the
transmission of the information through larger structures� While we do not have
proofs of optimal organizational con
gurations across these conditions �nor is it clear
that such proofs are possible using current techniques	� the e�ectiveness of the ge�
netic algorithm at solving other optimization problems in nonlinear domains suggests
that the structure of the evolved organizations found here may provide valuable hints
about the form of optimal organizations�

� Discussion and Conclusions

Through the use of simple computational techniques we have been able to analyze
some issues surrounding the development and performance of information processing
organizations� At the most fundamental level� we 
nd that such organizations exhibit
�order for free�� that is� once a simple standard operating procedure and open frame�
work for organizational structure are imposed� even randomly generated structures
imply well�de
ned patterns of behavior�

Generalizations of these generic patterns suggest the following� ��	 small or�

fact� 
�� of the trials had a speed of two and size of four�
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ganizations are subject to great variation in performance� while large ones tend to
quickly converge to levels of performance with much less variation� ��	 coordination
of processing activity can signi
cantly increase performance and reduce its variance
across organizations� ��	 initially� larger organizations tend to improve performance�
but only with coordination do the economies of larger organization persist �thus even
when processing units are free goods� one may still want to limit their use if su�cient
coordination mechanisms are not available	� ��	 even under conditions when more
processing units are useful� they exhibit rapidly diminishing returns so the value of
large organizations is only slowly realized� and ��	 there are economies to solving
multiple problems� although at the cost of requiring additional processing units�

Beyond the immediate applications of the above results� the notion that or�
der exists among random organizations has some simple� far�reaching implications�
Foremost� it implies that the the emergence of large organizational structures does
not require great forethought� Depending on the ability to coordinate activities� large
collections of even randomly organized processing units could achieve high levels of
performance �especially� relative to smaller collections of nodes	��� While we are not
denying the role of conscious �or unconscious	 e�orts at re
ning the structure and
improving the performance of organizations� the above 
nding may alter the assump�
tions under which we begin to model such behavior�

To explore the issue of adaptive organizations� we employed a genetic algorithm
to evolve better performing structures� The algorithm models a system in which
poorly performing organizations are replaced by new organizational structures that
are derived from the more successful existing organizations� The results indicate
that under such an adaptive process� ��	 superior organizational forms are quickly
developed� ��	 with high coordination of processing units� a variety of forms will solve
single problems� but multiple problems tend to employ the maximumnumber of nodes
possible� and ��	 with low coordination of processing units� an intermediate number
of nodes is used� with multiple problems requiring more nodes than single problems�

The goal of this research has been to better understand the generic properties
of organizational structure and to provide insight into the dynamic process of orga�
nizations trying to adaptively improve their performance� The ability to understand�
or� even ask� such questions is very dependent on the set of theoretical tools avail�
able� Here we relied on numerical experiments driven by recent advances in adaptive
computation� to develop a simple methodology from which we can explore these cen�
tral issues� The opportunities for analysis using such techniques are immense� For
example� experiments in which processing units either randomly mis
re �for example�
workers shirk on occasion	 or simply are absent from the organization �for exam�
ple� workers call in sick	 are easily conducted��� Obviously� the basic methodology
developed here also makes numerous other questions amenable to analysis�

��Please note that this statement is conditional on nodes not being a scarce resource�
��In fact� these two conditions have been explored� The missing node condition results in better

performance than the mis�ring node condition� since eliminating a node by reconnecting its links to
the parent still allows fairly e�cient processing� while mis�ring directly slows down each cycle�
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